
 
 
GENERAL PRECAUTIONS 
 
 
Educate yourself:  
Owning sheep requires knowing the needs of the breed that you own and making sure they 
are met, as well as ensuring they are treated with care, respect and caution at all times. If 
you are now owning sheep for the first time we recommend you take a course in sheep 
husbandry, meet others with sheep and learn the skills required to raise sheep.  
 
One is the loneliest number: 
Using WineBaa on only few sheep may cause anxiety in the sheep. Sheep will not graze 
normally as their main goal will be to get back to the main flock, especially if they can hear 
or see them. Also, placing WineBaa on some sheep and not others will make the main flock 
exclude those wearing WineBaa. 
 
Never Tether: 
Do not tie up sheep who are wearing WineBaa. 
 
Make sure the sheep are big enough: 
If sheep are too small the guard may not be suitable. If the back weights are hitting the 
sheep's eyes, either do not use WineBaa or adjust the position to avoid the eyes. 
  
 



Dress code:  
The WineBaa Vine Guard should not be installed onto sheep within 2 weeks of sheep being 
shorn to make sure any cuts from shearing can heal, and to ensure wool has grown to a 
length that will aid the WineBaa harness to stay in place. 
  
Inspect your sheep daily: 
Sheep wearing WineBaa should be inspected after the first week. If any sores are found 
WineBaa should be removed until sores are healed allowing a callus to form. Then reinstall, 
perhaps not as tight. If sores persist discontinue use on that particular sheep.  
  
Growing pains: 
We recommend assessing if sheep wearing WineBaa need their harnesses loosened every 
couple of weeks due to growth in size and wool. 
 
Monitor while in use: 
Sheep wearing the WineBaa Vine Guard should be monitored whilst in use. Should 
WineBaa have been ripped off, fallen off, stuck, broken or failed, early detection will ensure 
the damage to the plants, foliage, potential produce and produce will be insignificant and 
the loss of life to sheep will not occur.  
  
Appropriate water supply: 
Water troughs for sheep wearing the WineBaa should be large enough for sheep to drink 
from while wearing the WineBaa Vine Guard and this needs to be addressed by those 
tending to the sheep. 
  
Self shedding sheep: 
Self shedding sheep should have WineBaa removed during shedding periods or continue to 
be monitored whilst wearing WineBaa. Understanding the WineBaa Vine Guard and 
attached harness may become loose or fall off during this shredding is crucial. Shearing 
areas around the harness may help avoid this issue. 
  
You are responsible for the installation of WineBaa:  
Those installing the WineBaa are responsible for how tight they install WineBaa. If WineBaa 
is installed too tight then this could cause injury or death to the sheep, too loose and 
WineBaa will fall off which could cause damage to plants, produce, potential produce or 
foliage.  
  
Only install WineBaa on healthy sheep: 
The WineBaa should not be installed on sick, underweight, unhealthy and or diseased 
animals. If the sheep happens to become sick, underweight, unhealthy and or diseased 
while wearing WineBaa, WineBaa should be removed from the sheep. 
  
Sheep only: 



The WineBaa Vine Guard should not be installed on any other animals besides sheep.  
  
Do not keep sheep in race when first installed: 
We recommend sheep be let into the pen out of the race as soon as installed. Sheep shake 
their head when WineBaa is first installed and this may cause harm to the sheep if it is 
confined to a race. Sheep should settle within minutes once released. 
 
The 2 legged sheep: 
We have tried this product on many breeds of sheep in many scenarios including sheep 
prone to standing on two legs and that we witnessed standing on two legs. We were not 
able to witness those sheep wearing Winebaa standing on their hind legs to try and eat 
foliage. It is our opinion that they did not try and eat from higher on their hind legs as they 
saw it pointless. They were still trying to eat the lower leaves so there was no reason to eat 
from higher. This is outside WineBaa’s primary function and we do not advertise or claim 
that they stop sheep eating foliage, produce, or potential produce if they stand on their 
hind legs. We cannot conclusively test this theory either way. 
 
Gift giving: 
If the WineBaa is given as a gift it is the gift givers responsibility to pass on the user manual. 
The WineBaa should be perfectly centered and have the end of the snout touching the end 
of the WineBaa Vine Guard. If the snout does not touch the end of the muzzle fix the 
harness no closer than 1cm-2cm before the eyes. 
  
 
Installation 
 
Step 1 
The easiest way to install WineBaa Vine Guard on a sheep is in a sheep race. 



Firmly holding the sheep, place the WineBaa harness part 1 around the neck just behind the 
ears. Make sure it is firm but not too tight insuring the animal is breathing well. 

 



Secure the ‘around the neck strap’ through the buckle. Make sure it is firm with no slack 
caught underneath, ensuring the sheep can breathe easily.

 
 
 
 
Step 2 
Place the WineBaa harness part 2 around the nose of the sheep positioning by tightening 
the under chin strap so that the tip of the sheep’s nose is around 1-2cms from the end of 
the WineBaa moving part. Once you have the correct position secure the overhead and side 
straps.   
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Smaller sheep 
If the sheep is too small and when by bringing its nose all the way to 1-2cm from the end 
will cause the winebaa too be to close to its eyes simply have the harness brought up as 
close as you can to the eyes leaving a gap of 1-2cm from the eyes.  
 
 
 



 
Larger sheep 
With larger sheep position the harness so their nose is 1-2cm from the end, and allow the 
necessary gap between the harness and eyes. Do not spread the difference of the gap between 
the end of the nose and the tip of the nose either 1-2cm from the eyes or 1-2 cm from the end of 
the nose. This aids with stability and function. 
 
 
   



 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Release sheep into the pen from the race, do not allow the sheep to be let go in the race 
wearing WineBaa. If the sheep thrashes in the race it may injure itself. 
 
Once installed on the sheep, hold them in the pen for 20 minutes or so to check for any 
sheep that may have it installed incorrectly. Signs of it installed incorrectly could be 
struggling to breathe, the WineBaa not moving freely, the WineBaa is off centre or loose. 
Once all errors are fixed sheep are ready to be released into the vines or orchards.  
 
It should take up to 20 minutes or so for the sheep to get used to WineBaa then they 
should go back to normal grazing behaviour. At first the sheep may struggle to figure out 
the movement of the WineBaa and the front end may hit the ground first. They will quickly 
learn how to graze normally with it on if it is installed correctly.  



During testing and development of winebaa the angle of Winebaa was higher. This helped 
sheep learn faster to eat from the ground but it also allowed, in time, for the sheep to graze 
from higher branches. By bringing the angle down the edible zone was reduced but it does 
take sheep a bit longer to get used to grazing again.   
Sheep can manage to eat some foliage or produce up to 50 cm in height in the edible zone, 
but most are limited 30cm and below. 
 
 

 
 
 
 






